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CHAPTER I 
I l'FERODUCTION AND PUR · OSE 
Introduction 
Much s t udy and experimentation has gone into the 
study of motor ability. To define motor ability in 
t e rms of basic elements, basic elements in terms of 
fundamental movements , and fundamental movements in 
terms of motor skills has challen ged the great est mi nds 
in the field of physical education. Motor ability , l i ke 
intelligence and personality, can reach a societal ef-
ficiency t hrough step s proportioned by · t h e individua l's 
inherent a nd innate characteristics and conditioned by 
the individual's environmental opportunities. Jhile 
the individual will evaluate motor ability in t erms 
of immediate needs, the educator strives to pro gram for 
general motor abilities to equip the individual for all 
the motor demands which may be made upon him. The 
educator is e specially interes t e d in v e rify ing the 
cause s of the lack of motor ability in a given ch ild 
and in e stimating to v,hat extent he v;ill b e able to ob-
tain g ood r e sul t s with him. As the ch ild grows older, 
changes in the strength, speed, and accuracy of his 
motor performance may be observed. (1) 
1. Espenschade, A.S., !!Motor Performance in Adolescence~' 
Monog. Soc. Research Child Develop .,Vol.V,No.l,l940, p .l • 
Knov·ledge of these physical activities and an evalua-
tion of the changes in p er f ormance which take place 
are important step s toward an understanding not only 
of motor ability but also of general development.(!) 
2 
For constructive use in the field of physical education, 
motor levels defining the stages of development of motor 
proficiency could be es t ablished. Such a scale could be 
used to indicate the motor progress of an individual. 
By such obj ective evaluation of an individual's motor 
performance, ffilbsequent program adjustments could insure 
. proper and maximum motor development. The available 
mo t or tests do not afford such an obj ective diagnosis 
of an individual's motor development. 
The Oseretsky tests of motor proficiency (2) have 
been used extensively in foreign institutions for t he 
evaluation of the motor l evel of individuals, ages four 
to sixteen. These tests interested the author of this 
study in that the te s ts have incorporat ed the develop -
mental factor of motor performance in its measur ement 
by selecting specific t ests for specific age leve l 
perf ormances. 
1. Espenschade, A.S., Loc. cit., p. 1. 
2 . Doll, E.A., The Oserets . Tests of Mot or Proficiency, 
Educational Test Bureau, Educationa Pub ishers, Inc., 
Minneapoli s , Nashville, and Philadelphia, 1946. 
The Educational Test Bureau (1) described t b e 
Oseretsky scale as a "practicable means for measure-
ment of motor proficiency as a developmental process 
in terms -of life age progression. 11 They distributed 
the Vineland Laboratory's 1946 translation of the 
Portuguese adap tation of the Oseretsky tests in ad-
vance of its anticipated American adaptation and 
standar dization. Dr. Edgar A. Doll, director of re-
search at the Training School, Vineland, New Jersey, 
sponsored and edited the English transJation of the 
Os ere t sky tests. Dr. Doll { 2 ) refers to the Oseretsky 
scale as a 11 year-scale of tes t s of motor maturation 
/1 for measuring genetic l e vels of moto r proficiency." 
3 
The scale was originally published in Russian in 19 ~ ~3. 
The }ortuguese adaptation refers to the Oseretsky tests 
as an excellent basis for pedagogical application though 
originally the tes t s represented principally a means 
for clinical research. It (3) maintains that the 
Oseretsky tes t s can provide an excellent guage in eval-
uating a child's motor r eactions so that the ch ild can 
be trained to control and coordina t e his movements. 
1. Doll, loc. cit., P• 1, foreword. 
2 • I bid, p • 1. 
3. Ibid, P • 5. 
4 
The desire to study further t he nature of t he 
OseretsKy tests as a possible means of obj e ctively 
evaluating motor performance at specific growth levels 
motivated this study. vvhile only t h e Portuguese adap t-
ation of t hese t e sts was available f or reference, the 
study proceeded recognizing t h is l imitat i on in t h e 
study's final evaluation of the OseretsKy tests. 
Statement of ~roblem 
rrhe title given to t h is study is 11 An Analysis of 
the oseretsKy ·.rests of !f.Lotor Pro f iciency for !iirls, 
Ages 11-14 Years'' . 
Purpose of the Study 
'rhe purpose of this study was to exrunine the 
OseretsKy scale of t est s for me a suring mo tor profi-
ciency of g irls from four years of a ge t :b...rough six teen 
years of age by ad..ministering to a study group that 
part of t he Oserets F:y scale establisbed f or the study 
gr oup ages. .t<·rom t h is portion of the Osere tsh.y scale, 
the study was to indicate the following : 
(1) the areas of motor prof iciency mea sured by 
t h e t e st items; 
(2) the range of score s affo rded by the t e st items 
to define growth and dev e lopment; 
(~) the administrat ive advantage s and disadvantage s 
accompany ing these tests; 
(4). the usefulness of' these tests as a means of 
classific a tion for guidance and instruc t ion 
in physical education programs. 
Justification of the Study 
5 
In the academic field of education, educ a tors have 
such scales as the tsinet scale and the Terman s cale to 
use to evaluate intellectu al deve lopment a nd to use as 
a guide in adapting their programs to meet the ne eds of 
t he individual. In physical educ a tion there is no such 
ma j or diagnost i c tool of measurement. 
In several ~uropean institut ions, the vseretshy 
scale is used effectively as a means of measuring motor 
development. '!'hi s same Oseretshy · scale may suggest an 
approach to t .b.e problem of motor development measure-
·ment in physical education in t h is country . The s p ecific 
motor -development areas measured b,y the Oserets 1-~y test 
items are general static mo vement , dynamic manual move-
ment , general dynami c movement, speed, simultaneous 
movement , a nd synKine sia movement. Interpretation of the 
study group performances and scores in these areas as 
directed by the Oserets ~\.y scale wou ld indica te exist i ng 
deficiencies in any of these areas of mea surement a nd 
i mpiy abnormal deve lopment and need for diagnostic 
worK in such are a s. 'l'his information would enable 
enable educators to evaluat e t h e individual ' s motor 
development in units of chronological growth periods 
and more spe c ifically to determi ne areas of strength 
and weakness. This information would give direction 
to the formulation of the phy sical education program 
on an obj ective basis. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A review of the literature revealed that by con-
stan t examination and re-exami nation of projected 
theories concerning the testing of motor ability, in-
vestigators have been able to bring about a gradual 
clarification of the relationsh ip of motor elements 
and motor skills. However , they have not been able, 
as yet, to standardize the measurement of motor ability. 
Much progress has been made in interpreting t ests as to 
validity in terms of factors measured and the methods 
used for measuring such factors. Tests examined for 
validity have fallen into classification designated 
as motor ability, motor capacity, motor educability, 
and motor achievement. 
Motor ability teat s are those used to evaluate 
the efficiency with which a :person does motor ski lls-. 
I 
Te~ts of motor capacity are measures cf an individual's 
innate potentialities for pe rformance in motor skills. 
Thus, motor ability is present perf ormance level, 
whereas, motor capacity represents the probable ceiling 
of an individual's motor skill. A measure of motor edu-
cability indicates t he ability of an indivdual to learn 
-7-
new motor ska .. 11s. The term general motor skill is 
commonly used to designate compe tence in motor skills 
which are not specific to some one ac t ivity but rather 
8 
are basic to per f ormance in activity in general. Motor 
performance ability corrected for physical limitations 
in fundamental skill areas is the basis for most te sts 
of motor achievement. 
In t he early 1900 's Sargent (1) chose a jump t e st · 
to measure motor ability. This test was built to eval-
uate the strength factor which was in accordance with the 
specific objective s of the physical education program of 
that period. With the injection of games a·nd sport ac-
tivities into the physical edu c ation progr am motor ability 
tests were developed which measured ability in terms of 
track and field event skills and also stunt skills. A 
variety of . tests were in the offering; some using strengt h 
te s ts, others using stunt tests, still others using track 
and field skills, and even some combining all these items 
to measure the same thing. Studies in this work then 
turned to coordinating the existing knowledge into a 
minimum of factors for a maximum degree of functional 
measur ement. 
1. Sargent, D.A., 11 The Physical Test of a Man 11 , Am. hys. 
Educ. ~ev., Vol. 26, April, 1921, p. 188-194.---
9 
Cozens (1) has received acclaim for his breakdown 
of a multitude of track and field events into a battery 
of seven items. He was able to achieve the same results 
as did other experimenters with all the previous combin-
ations of test events. McCloy . (2) in a like manner 
combined a -minimum number of track and field events with 
a representative strength test to measure motor ability. 
' 
Hatlestad (3) T-scored the Brace Motor Ability test, · the 
Iowa Revision of the Brace Motor Ability test, the Johnson 
Physical Skill test, and the Eill stunt test. She found 
that the substitution of the T-score for either the 
Brace, Hill , or Johnson test may be made for the Iowa 
Revision of the Brace t e st scores in giving and scoring 
the McCloy general motor capacity test. 
Studies in motor ability, following the coordinating 
period, turned to investigations of the component parts 
of skills. In 1937, Rarick (4) isolated the speed factor 
T:--·cozens , F'.W. , 11 The Measurement of General Athle tic 
Ability in College Men. 11 Univ. Oregon Pub., Phys, Educ., 
Ser. 1, No. 3, 1929. - · 
2. McCloy, C.H., The Measurement of Athletic Pov,;er, New 
York, A. S . Barnes· and Company, 1932 . 
3 . Hatlestad{: L., 11 Motor Educability for VI/ omen College 
Students . ' Research Quarterly, Vol. 13 , March, 1942, 
~; · :ro-1s. 
4. Rarick, L. and McKee , !'Study fo 23 Third Grade Children' , 
Research Quarterly, Vol. 20, May 1949, p . 142-152 . 
10 
for study. In 1938, Hutto (1) worked with velocity and 
athletic power. Coleman (2) in 1940 chose speed in 
I 
track and field events. Gates and Sheffield (3) made 
a study of the change of direction in game ability in 
1940 . Larsen (4) in 1940 analyzed the strength factor 
in skill. 
Today the emphasis in the study of the measure-
ment and development of motor ability is not so much 
within the elements of motor ability as within the 
means and manner of expressing motor proficiency. 
Motor ability takes on the capacity to apply efficiently 
those elements which heretofore comprised the whole 
concept ·Of motor ability. These elements of motor 
ability, developed through maturation and l earning, 
combine to give a more complete meaning to motor abilty 
in motor performance. 
--- -~--~,~.~--------~~~~--~~--~--~~----~ 1. Hutto , L.E., Measurement of the Velocity Factor and 
of Athletic Fe wer in Hi gh School Boys 11 , Re s earch Quarterly, 
Vol. 9, No. 3, October, 1938, p . 109-128. 
2 . Coleman, J.W. , ' The Differential Me asurement of the 
Speed Factor in Large Muscle Activities. ' Research 
Quarterly, Vol. 8, October, 1937, P• . 123-130. ---
3 . Sheffield and Gates, ··Tests · of Change of Direction as 
Measurements of Different Kinds o f Motor Ability in 
Boys of the 7th, 8th, and 9th Grade s . ' Research Quarterly, 
Vol. 11, No. 3, October, 1940, p. 136 -147. 
4. Larsen, L. A., :•strength as an Approach to J:lhysc i al F'itness, ' 
Research ~uart erly, Vol. 12, No. 2 , May, 1940, p. 391 
11 
Motor performance is directl y dependent upon motor 
development. As Thorpe (1) · stat ea, " it is necessary for 
body organs, muscles, nerve tissue, and their interlock-
ing connections to reach a certain stage of development 
b efore specific types of motor s kills can be exercised. 1 
Early childhood studies have contributeQ. much tov.:ard 
the understanding and measuring of motor development. The 
observational studies of Gesell (2), Bayley (3), and 
McGraw (4) point out conclusively that the exact time 
at which an individual is equipped to per f orm specific 
motor patterns is not generally predictable; t he nature 
of motor progression leading up to a specific motor per-
formance is predictable. The order of development and 
the range of t he variability of the rate _of development 
1 . Thorpe, Child Psychology and Development, New York, 
Ronald Pierston Company, 1946. 
2 . Gesell and Ilg, J he Child from Five to Ten, Harper 
and Bros., New York and London, 1946. 
3. Bayley N. and Espenschade, . s ., "Motor Development 
from Birth to Maturity, " Rev. Ed. Research, Vol. 14 , 
De cember, 1944 , p. 3 ·~1-389. -- --·-
4. McGraw , M., Growth S_~U._d;r _of Johnny and Jimmy, New York, 
D. App leton Century, 1935. 
12 
is readily a ppreciated in Thorpe's (1) summary of tt1e 
observations of the development of the upright posture 
and locomotion. These studies have contributed objective 
measures and scales of motor progression for t h e early 
childhood period of motor development. These measures 
are of great i mportance in the motor education of the 
child. 
Some motor studies of early childhood have been 
concerned vi i th the general deve lopment of the child 
in acquiring a state of maturity at which time stimuli 
can initiate the comp licated motor functions of which 
the organism is cap able. A reference to Gesell's (2) 
work in prehensory behavior illustrate s the intricate 
development of the hand-eye coordination demanded in 
the act of placing one cube atop anoth er cube. It is 
evident that within the motor d evelopment of the child 
definite steps of maturation are conditioning the mo t or 
patterns of the c~ild. McGravv (3) in her study of 
l.Thorpe, Child P sychology and Development, Nev~r York, · ,/ 
Ronald Pierston Company, 1946. 
2. 'Ge ::ell and Ilg, The Child from Five to Ten, New York 
and London, Harp er and Bros., 1946. 
3. McGraw, M., Growth Study of Johnny and Jimmy, New 
York, D. App l eton Century, 1935. 
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Johnny and J·immy attemp ted to accelera t e t h e swi m ... mi n g 
motor skill of one t win prematurely while controlling 
the deve lopmental pattern of the other t win in accord-
ance V': ith maturation. In discussing her results, Mc Graw 
maintains t hat ''whenever maturation or development of 
t he nerves and muscles is adequate to the l earning in-
vo J ved, children can be coach ed somewhat successfully 
but with t he usual losses when practice is not kept u p . · 
Intensive training hardly se ems worth the effort either 
in time put in or in discipline nece s sary to force a 
child bey ond the point where he can willingly follow . 
While the basic motor elements and fUndamental 
motor patterns seem to be by-products of maturation, 
motor skill p atterns are not a s easily acquired and re-
tained. In an analysis of the developmental se quence of 
the overhand thro , Monica Wild (l)asserts t h at t h e 
development · .of a highly sensitive propriocep tive 
me chanism seems essential for the deve lopment of a basic 
pat tern into an intricately timed activity. She con-
tinues that maturational factors are believed to be 
op erative as t h e basic t y pe patterns of throwing d evel-
op , whereas after six y ears of age, learning g r eatly in-
fluences the ski ll pattern. Thus, the emphasis in motor 
1. Wild·, M., 11 The Behavior Pattern of Throvdng 11 , 
Research Quarterly, Vol. 9, _No. 3, October, 1 938 , p . 20-4. 
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development swing s from maturation to learning in B t e 
childhood and adole Ecence. 
Espenschade (1) in a study of motor performance s 
in adolesc ence found that the corre lations betwe e n 
-notor performances of girls and all measu res of phy sical 
growt h and maturity are low and in most cases . not sta-
tistically significant. Using Cozen's ( 2 ) elements of 
big muscle activity ( 50 yard d a sh, standing broad j ump, 
jum~ and r e ach, target throw, throw for distance, and 
the Brace t e st) Espenschade portrayed t h e growth trends 
of b oys a nd girls for a five y e a r span during the 
adolescent p e riod of growth. crhe mean p e rformances of 
the boy s in all events we re found to increase s teadily 
and markedly t h roughout the ag e range. The girls' perf orm-
ance in some events reached a maximum at app roxima t ely 
fourteen years of age and then declined gradually . 
Girls showed a gradual decline in the dash and broad 
jump r e cords, fairly steady position in the distance 
throw and the Brace test, and an increase in the j ump 
a nd reach score s. In discussing the trends of p e rform-
ance s among the g irls, E spenschade pointed ou t the need 
~Espenschade, A. S ., Loc. cit. - , p. 118 . 
2 . Cozens, F. lif ., The Measurement of General Athletic 
Ability in College Men, Univ. of Oregon Pub., 
Phys. Educ. Ser. 1, No. 3, 1929 . 
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for a large amount of muscular activity for the growing 
child to insure proper development of natural functions. 
She also co~~ented that in society the genera l approbation 
accorded physical skill in girls cease with early adoles-
cence. This study revealed that motor performances show 
a varying degree of relationship with each other, in-
dicating that an individual does not have equal abil i ty 
in all t ypes of activity. This inequality was not dis-
cussed. 
Many studies have dealt with the lack of transfer 
of specific motor abilities. Few have discussed the 
incapacities preventing equal ability in all motor 
performances. Body build, attitudes, environmental 
opportunities, the development of the highly sensitive 
proprioceptive mechanisms as referred to by V:ild (1) 
are but a few of the multi tude of areas explored in 
a common effort to more clearly understand motor per-
formance. 
In trying to trace the development of skill, 
many investigators have looked for interrelationsh ips 
1. ilJ ild, M., 11 'I'he Behavior Pat t ern of Throv- ingn, 
Res earch t;;:~uarterly, Vol. 9, No. 3, October, 1938, p. 20-4 
16 
of skills. Kretchmar (1) in summarizing t hese efforts 
stated that since many factors underlie skill in sport, 
it is not surprising that studies concerning the rela-
tionships between anyone of these factors and ability 
in a particular sport have failed to establish high 
correlation. Espenschade (2 ) concluded .that all types 
of motor performances are dependent upon the basic 
capacities but that the relative weighting of the 
variables will differ for each specific motor act. 
Studies have yet to define these bas ic capacities in 
terms of ability ranges at the different developmental 
levels or to define the relative weight of the se cap -
acities in terms of specific niotor ,acts. An attempt 
to weight these capacities in terms of specific skills 
in underway at the University of Wisconsin under the 
direction of Dr. Ruth Glassow. The sympositim repor t (3) 
of this work outlined the need for this type approach in 
the teaching of skill s. 
l.Kre tchmar, 11A Survey of the Research on Teach ing of 
Sports, 11 Research Quart erly, Vol. 20, October, 1949 . 
P• 238- 849. 
2.Espenschade, A.s., loc. cit., p. 1. 
3. Symposium Report, "The Devel opment of Neuromuscul:l. r 
Control," University of Wisconsin, February, 1949. 
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A review of t h e literature in t t is area currently 
indicates the need for t he following t ype stu dies: 
(1) studies which will define basic capacities 
underly ing all t ypes of motor p e rformance 
in terms o f ability ranges at sp ecific 
d evelopmental levels; 
(2) studies which will estab lish val i d measures of 
t he capacities fo r general app lication and 
guidance in physical educ a tion programs; 
\3) studies which will s t ·andardize these me asures 
a n d offe r scales f or interpreting t h e motor 
needs o f the inuividual; 
\ 4 ) studies which will weigh t these capacities 
in terms of specific SKills; 
(5) studies which will offer methods for teaching 
the indi vidual how to control t h ese bas i c 
capacities in the performance of s p ec.l r ic 
s h ills. 
S-ub jects 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The subjects for this study were t~enty-six g irls 
who comprised the Upper I class (seventh grade level) 
at the Be aver Country Day School, Chestnut Hill, 
Massachusetts. The age rang e of the group !!as eleven 
years and eleven months to fourteen years and thre e 
months. These girls were chosen with reference to 
availability for t e sting. This particular class was 
scheduled for an additional period of ph y sical education 
per week which afforded tLme for e x tended testing. 
These girls had never experienced any motor ability 
t e s t ing but were familiar with t e sting procedures in 
gen e r a l having participated in ex tensive academic 
testing at this p rivate school. '.rhe entire group had 
particip ated in phy sical education programs throughout 
the sch ool years w· i th supp l ementary camp experi ence 
and p rivate skill ins t ruc t ion. 
Selection of Tests 
The transla tion of the Portuguese adap tation of the 
Oseretsky t e sts of motor proficiency edited b y Dr. Ed g ar 
Doll was used for this study. The Brace motor ability 
-18-
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test was given to the study group to est ablish an area 
for comparat ive measure of the Oseretsky t e sts of motor 
proficiency. Among the available motor t e sts, the Brace 
test seemed to be the most similar to the Oseretsky t e sts 
in form and content. Both tests use the stunt t ype item 
as a means of measuring motor pro f iciency . 
Espensch ade(l} in her study of motor p er f ormance 
and motor coordination (2 ) established the reliability 
and validity of the Brace t est as measures of agility , 
control, strengt h, and static balance. 
Oseretsky has established norms for his t e s t s as 
measur e s of general static coordination, dynamic co-
ordination of t he hands, general dynami c coordination, 
motor speed, simultaneous voluntary movements, and 
synkinesia. Several European studies (3) have e stablished 
the validity o f thc: Oseretsky tests as measures of motor 
proficiency. 
Administration of Tests 
The Brace test was administered by t he author to 
1. Espensch ade• h .S., loc. cit. 
2. Espenschade, A.s., 11 The Development of Motor Coordin-
ation in Boys and Girls", Research ~'uart erl:Y.. , May, 1947, 
P • 18 -30. 
3 . Doll, E . A., loc. cit., p. 4-5 
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the study group. The girls scored for each other as 
they ~ ere paired for the group administration o f the 
Brace test. The procedures for the administration 
and scoring of the test, as in the t e st manual, were 
followed. Two forty-five minute _p e riods I'Iere used for 
t h e administra tion of the Br a ce test. 
Individual a pplication of t h e Osere t s ky test s ir as 
g iven by the author to each of the g irls of t h e study 
g~oup . A forty -five minute period was reserved for 
e a ch test applica tion. Directions for t h e sc oring of 
t h e individual performances in the Osere t s ky test s a s 
found in t he test manual '.'iere followed. 
F'or the ex amination of the comparat ive p erf orma nce s 
in the t vvo test areas, the total te s t score of the Brace 
test and the Oseretsky test was in each case repr~ sented 
h .r the number of test items succesfully p a s s ed. The 
Brace t est composed of t wenty items cons e quently off ere d 
a max imum total test score of 20; the Ose re t s ky t est, 1 2 . 
The school gymnasi~~ was the ar e a used for all of 
t h e te s ting. A stop watch was t h e o n ly equ ipment need-
e d f or the administration of t h e Brac e t est. A s t andard-
ize d s et o f equ i pment for t h e adminis t r a tion of t h e 
Oseret sky te s t was borrovved from the Depar tmen t o f 
Physical Education at Boston University, Boston, 
Mas s achusetts. The equipment used in all the testing 
was consistent as were the phy sical factors, location 
21 
of t h e testing , and the ·time allotment fo r t h e testing . 
Test manuals f or both tests (1) (2) are available. A 
complete descrip tion of the tests is g iven in t h e 
app endix of t h is study. 
l.boll, E. A., Ioc. c t. 
2. Brace, D. K., Brace Mo t or Ability Test Manual, New 
York , A. S . Barnes and Company , 1928 . 
CHAPTER IV 
PRE.SEN 'l 'l TION AND ANAL:t. SI S OF DA'rA 
In t h e .brace test two trial s were given i'or e a ch 
test item. The s core of the second trial was used a s 
the final score . Espensch ade (1) correlated the to tal 
score of t he first t rials for he r stuay group with t he 
total score .of t he se c_ond trial and f ounu the corre-
lation to be well over .9 • ~he seconu trial score 
was used as the fina l s core in this stua.Y , as suggest-
ed in ·che test manual, to eliminate any erratic first 
trial score due to overanxiety, rni sunuerstanding , or 
inatt ention. An individual's total t e st score v.:as 
the t otal number of it ems successfully performed as 
defined in the te s t manual. 
The Brace T-score range is 19-80. The Brace test 
i tems number t wenty. Br a ce interpreted his scale in 
terms of perf ormance successes only and applied this 
scale to an age range of eight years to eighteen 
years . A scale score above 50 r epresenting successful 
performance in t we lve or more test items h as an approx-
imate meaning of 'above average'; belov" 50, 'be lov.; average'; 
and between 40 and 60, 'the middle two thirds rank' . (2) 
1. Espenschade, A. S ., Motor Performance in Adole sc ence , 
Monog. Soc. Research Child Dev ., Vol . V, No .l,l940,p .l4. 
2 . Brace, D. K., Brace Mot or ..:-~.bility ~",es t Manual, Nev: York , 
A. S. Barnes and Company , 19:.:::8 . 
- 2 :2 -
B • l . 
P . . 
u.J. 
A.:a: . 
D. B. 
E.E . 
J ... 
J.F .. 
C.B . 
PER 
11 
13 
9 
13 
13 
8 
1 
1 
1 
11 
10 
9 
3 
11 
10 
17 
13 
52 
45 
5 
45 
43 
55 
5 
4. 
45 
4 
68 
55 
TAB E I 
SU:Wt RY OF BRACE TEST SCORES 
OF STUDY GROUP 
PASSED o - ITEM FAILED 
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l 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 l 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
X X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X X 0 X 
X X 0 0 X 
X X X 0 0 
X X X X 0 
X X X X X 
X X X X 0 
0 X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X 0 X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X 0 X X 
:t X X X 0 
X X X X 0 
X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 0 
7:. X X X X 
X X :c X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 0 
X 
0 
0 
:r.: 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
c 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o · o o 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
X 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 X 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
X 0 0 
0 0 () 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
X X X 
X 0 X 
0 X 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 0 
X 0 X 0 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 0 X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
0 X 0 
X X 0 X 
X X X 
X X X 0 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
:".: X X X 
X X X X 
X X 0 X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
0 0 
0 0 
X 0 
X 0 
0 0 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
X X 
0 0 
0 X 
X X 
0 0 
0 X 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
X X 
0 X 
0 
0 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 0 
0 X 
X 0 
0 0 
X 0 
X X 
0 X 
0 0 
0 X 
X 0 
0 0 
0 0 
X 0 
0 X 
X X 
X X 
0 0 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
. :X 
X X 
X X 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
48 X X X X 0 ~ D 0 0 0 X X X X 0 0 0 X X 0 
100 15 12 e 15 6 2 88 84 35 53 42 5 
2 4 
Table I summarizes the study group scor e s for the Brace 
test. 'l1he scale score range for this stud,y group was 
35-68 . 'ren members . ·of the group scored above averag e 
according to the Brace sca le, t wenty-two members 
scored in the middle two thirds area. I n terms o f per-
centages, thirty-nine p er cent of t he group scores 
were above t h e score of 50 set as t r.e mid point by 
Brace on his scale f or this test. Ei ghty-five per cent 
of the study group scores were between 40 and 60 as com-
par ed v,ith the sixty-six per cent proposed by Brace. 
While less than half of the study group scores 
appear above t h e mid point of the Brace scale, t he 
overload of study group scores appearing in 40 - 60 
scale range identifies the performance ability of the 
s t udy group participants as of a comparatively 
homogeneous nature. 
The Brace scale score will define t h e relative 
posi tion of an individual '.dth in her own group but 
Will not define performance or ability in terms of 
the capacities measured by t h e varlous test items or 
in terms of the maturational factors. For these 
reasons , the performance scores of the single tes t 
items were used for analysi s and comparison in this 
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study. The scale scores of the study g roup were used 
in a rank order correlation to det ermine the di fference 
i n rank o f an individual's performance in t h e t wo t ests. 
This corr elation will b.e discussed following the pre-
s entation of the Oseretsky scale and the study group 
scores. 
In the Osere tsky t e sts the number of tria ls per-
mitted for each test i t em varied from two to three. ( l) 
In each case t he score of the last trial was used a s 
t he final score. In taking the Oseretsky t e sts, the 
individual b egins with those t e sts corresponding to her 
chronolog ical age. If s h e executes t be tests in he r 
age group successfully sh e tries t h e next highe st a g e 
group and so on until she fails in all t he t e sts in one 
age group . If she cannot execute any of tbe t e sts for 
her a ge leve l or cannot accomp lish wi th at l east partial 
succe ss more than t wo of t he t e sts then she proce eds to 
the t e sts for the next age level immediately below h e r 
chronological age and so on until she passes all the 
tests in one.ag e l evel. 
The motor level for the Os e r e tsky scale is the 
base a g e at 'Nhich the sub,ject accomp lishe s succe ssfully 
1. Doll, E. A., loc. cit. 
all the tests in the group plus ( up to ten years 
in~lusive) two months for every plus sign and one 
month for every half sign beyond the base age level. 
From eleven years forward, each p lus sign is valued 
at four months and every half point, two months. 
The term 'plus sign' represents complete success in 
the performance of the t e st item. Some te s t items 
are credited for p artial performance success and 
evalua ted in terms of . ' hal f points '. The exact 
scoring d i rectionsfor each test item appear in the 
appendix of this study. 
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TABL:E II 
SUMMARY OF OSERETSKY TES'r SCORES 
x-ITEM PASSED o-ITEM FAILED 
'J.'OTAL 1 2 
SCORE A B C A B C 
M.B. 8 X 0 X X 
M.N. 7 0 X 0 X X X 
A • F-. 9 X X 0 - X X 0 
B.W. 8 X o X X 
N.R. 9 0 X 0 X X X 
J.F. 7 X X 0 X X X 
S*W• 9 X X 0 X X X 
E.P. 8 b X 0 X X X 
P.P . - 10 X X 0 X X . X 
N.J. 9 X X X X X X 
S.C. 8 X X 0 X X X 
S . D. 9 X X 0 X X X 
M. M. 10 X 0 X X 
S.D. 8 X 0 ~ X 
P.H. 9 0 X 0 X X X 
J.R. 10 X X X X X 0 
L.H. 7 0 X 0 X X X 
J.T. 9 0 X 0 X X X 
J.B. 9 X 0 X X 
A.H. 10 X X 0 X X X 
D~B. 10 · X 0 X X 
E.B. 6 X X 0 X X X 
J.S. 8 X X 0 X X X 
J . F . 1b X X 0 X X X 
C • B. ' 9 · x x o 'x x x 
L. E . 9 · X X 0 X X X ~P=E~R~CE=l~IT=-~~9~6~~~8--= 96 88 
PASSIN G 55 100 
. TEST. ITEh 
3 4 
A B C ' A B C 
X X X X 
X 0 0 0 X X 
X X X 0 X X 
X X 0 X 
X X 0 0 X X 
X X X 0 X X 
X X 0 0 ' X X 
X 0 0 0 X X 
X X X 0 
X X 0 0 
X X 0 0 
X X 0 0 
0 X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X -o 
X 0 X 0 
X X 0 0 
X 0 0 0 
X X 
x :·x 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 0 
X 0 0 
X X 0 
X X 0 
X X X 
X X X 
81 50 
100 
X X 
0 X X 
X X 
0 0 X 
0 0 X 
0 X X 
0 X X 
0 X X 
8 1 100 
0 
A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
COLUMN 1-GENERAL STATIC COORDINATION TESTS 
2-DYNAM:iC MANUAL COORDINAT I ON TESTS 
3-GENERAL DYl~Al\GC COORDINATION TJiSTS 
· 4-MOTOR SPEED TES'rS 
5-SIMULTANEOUS MOVEMENT TESTS 
6-SYNKI NESIA rrESTS 
SECTION A-11-12 YEARS AGE LEVEL 
B-13-14 YEARS AGE LEVEL 
C-15-16 YEARS AGE LEVEL 
5 
B C 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
0 X 
0 0 
0 X 
X X 
X X 
0 X 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 
X X 
0 X 
X X 
X 0 
X X 
0 0 
X X 
X X 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
0 X 
46 88 
A 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
95 
Q7 
6 
B C 
0 0 
X 0 
X 0 
0 . X 
X X 
0 0 
X X 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
X 0 
X X 
X 0 
0 0 
0 X 
X X 
0 X 
X X 
X X 
0 X 
X X 
X 0 
X X 
X X 
X 0 
0 X 
50 65 
Table II ~arizes the study group scores for 
the Oseretsky tests. The summary shows that there is 
no age leve l at which any individual was able to pass 
a_ll the tests which, according ~0 the test manual, is 
necessary to establish the base age level of an in-
dividual. The summar·y also reveals that there v-:as no 
' 
age level .at which an individual did not pass more 
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than two of the tests for that level. Thus, the fail-
ures were not complete enough to allow the performer 
·> ) \ . _/ 
to proce~d to the next lowere age level in order to es-
tablish a base age level. It was, therefore, impossible 
to establish a base age as defined by the test manual 
for the study group performers. 
Every individual was allowed to proceed to · the 
end of the test scale ( age level, 15-16 years) in this 
study. Part of the g~oup initiated the test at the a g e 
level, 11-12 years. All members of this group were able 
to proceed to the next age level at which the remainder 
of the group had started. Thus, for this study, an 
individual 's score was arbitrarily set at the number of 
successful performances within the test items scaled for 
the age levels, 13-14 and 15-16 years. On this basis, 
\. 
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the test score range for this study was 0-12. rr.he 
study group perf ormance score range was 6-10. The 
rang e of the scores of the g irls who initiated their 
testing at the age l evel, 11-12, was 6-10. The range 
of scores of the g irls of t h e a g e level, 13-14, was 
8 -10. 
'l'he product-moment coefficient of correla tion be-
t ween the study grou p score s of t he Brace test and of 
t he Oseretsky tests , recognizing t he weigh t as well as 
the position o f e a ch score, was determined. I t s valu e 
of .34 according to Garret t (1) indicates a fairly good 
positive correlation between t h e performance scores of 
these tests in this small sample study. 
Using the formula for the rank difference coef-
ficient of corr elation, a corr elati on of .89.was 
achieved . 
Statistically, one can assume similar performanc e s 
in the Brace and the Oseretsky t es ts by t h e same individ-
ual. The correlation of the total score s did indicate 
a satisfactory similari t y of pe r f ormance score s. Such 
1. Garrett, H. E ., Statistics in P sychology and Educat ion, 
Longmans, Green and Company , 1949, p . 274. 
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a total or general score as used in the performance 
correlation unfortunately doe s not accurately describe 
an individual's motor performance profile. This is true 
because the total score used represented an infinite 
number of combinations of strength and weakness to pro -
duce similar total performances for t h e Brace and 
Oseretsky tests. This mass grouping of unweighted 
capacities to :rroduce a single. representative score 
can be found in most of the tests currently in use. 
Only by examin~tion of the specific scores of an in-
dividual's performance in the single test items is it 
possible to distinguish individual performance differ-
ences and developmental levels. 
In the Brace test, all the test item scores are 
combined into a single total score for functional ef-
ficiency. This Brace total test score as sumes a re-
lative position on a scale set up by him for the age 
s pan of eight years to eighteen years. Since this 
met.hod of scoring has been used extensively in the 
studies of motor ability, this author chose to follow 
this method in order to allow for a comparative eval-
uation o f the study group performances by reference to 
the ach ieved scores for t he same test by the same age 
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group in the Espenschade study (1). 
This simple score reduction devised by Brace for 
his test was correlated wi th a re presentative perform-
ance score ach ieved by this author for the Oseretsky 
I 
scores as describ e d on page 28 and 29 of t h is study. 
This score, lik e vdse,, combined un~·eighted performance 
successe s in the six areas of testing selected by 
Oseretsky to d e s cribe motor proficiency. These scores 
allowed for a statistical correlation of the study 
group performan c es in these two tests of motor pro-
ficiency. 
'ro more adequately define t h e study group per-
' 
formances of the Brace test items, the· author referred 
to the motor coordination s tudy by E spenschade f2 ) in 
which the Brace test items were classified as measures 
of moto r coordination. Table III shov 'S the Brac e test 
items classified as measures of motor coordination b y 
Espenschade and the corresponding scores of t h is study 
group and the California ·study group . 
1. Espenschade, A.S., ''Deve lopment of Motor Coordination 
in Boys and Girls,'' Research Quarterly, May,l947 , p .l8-30 
2 . Ibid 
T BLE III 
PER CENT OF STUDY GROUP PASSING THE BRACE 
TES'rS I'l'EMS CLASSIFIED BY ESP NSCHADE AS 
MEASURES OF MOTOR COORDINATION 
TEST NO. srPUDY GROUP ES}:-·"f<:NSCHADE GROUP 
5 35% 25% I 
STRENGTH 
6 69:t 90~& 
AGILITY 
7 15% 37% 
AGILITY 
8 12% ,. o 37% 
AGILITY 
a 8% 25% .., ,. 
CONTROL 
10 i5~~ 1 2% 
AGILITY 
14 84% I 78% 
STATIC BALANCE 
15 35% 56}6 
AGILITY 
16 53% 25% 
AGILPrY 
1? 42:% 62%' 
CONTROL 
18 58?& 50% 
STATIC BALANCE 
19 s% 1 2% 
S'rATIC BALANCE 
20 19% 25% 
CONTROL 
32 
3 3 
While these study groups differ too gre atly in 
numb e r to afford statistical analysis and substant-
iated conclusions, it is interesting to no t e t h e out -
standing diffe r ences and gre ater performance success of 
the California group in the agility test items, 6-7-8-15, 
and t he r everse position of the test item 16. The 
diffe r e nce in p erformance success is also noticeable in 
the control items, 9-17, as compared with the streng th 
and balance items. 
·rhe inconsistent relationship of performance success 
vdthin the t wo study groups suggest a varying emphasis 
in t he physical education p rograms. It like wise indica tes 
t h e important role of educability in motor skill p e r f orm-
ance at this age l evel as compared with maturational role 
at the earlier a ge leve l. No general performance level 
I 
could be det e rmi ned for the study group by the comparisqn 
of the scores presented in •rable III. 
Using the Espenschade classific a tion of t h e Brace 
t es t items, various test items of both t h e Brace and t h e 
Os e r e tsky tests were isolat ed for evidences of similarity. 
The test item comparat ive scores are presented in t h e 
following tables. 
TABLE IV 
STUDY GRO UP SCORE S ON BALANCE 
TEST I TEMS 
x-ITEM PASSED o - ITEM FAILED 
PERFORMER BRACE 'rE ST NO. OSERETSKY TE ST NO. 
M.B. 
M.N. 
A. F . 
B.vv . 
N . R . 
J.F. 
S. Vv ~ 
E . P . 
p . P • 
N.J. 
s .c. 
S . D . 
M. M. 
S . D. 
P . H. 
J . R . 
L . H . 
J . T . 
J . B. 
A H. 
D . B . 
E . B . 
J. S . 
J.F. 
C . B . 
L .h . 
PER CENT PASS.;. 
I NG TEST ITEM 
18 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
1 - AGE 13- 14 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
96% 
34 
OSERETSi\Y TE S'r NO. 
1-AGE 15-16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
BRACE TEST ITEM NO. 18- BALANCING F'OR 'rEN SE CONDS ON TB-:L LEFT 
vYHILE KEEPING TIIE RIG F.rr FOOT AGAL ST 
THB INSIDE OF THE LEFT KNEE AND HANDS 
ON HIPS , ~)[ES CLOSED 
OSERB'I'SKY TEST NO • . 1 - TO BALAN CE ON 0 1\TE LEG, 'rHE SO LE OF 'rB.E 
AGE 13-14 OTHER r'OOT AGAINST THE KNEE , EYES OPENED, 
FOR TEN SE CONDS 
OSERETSKY TEST NO. 1 - 'l'O BALANCE ON TIP- TOE , EACH FOO'l1 , EYES 
AGE 15-16 CLOSED, FOR rrEN SEC01\fDS 
35 
Table IV records the ease with w~1ich ninety-six 
p er cent of the group performed the Oseretsky test for 
gen 'c ral static coordination and the increasing diffi-
culty confronting fifty-eight per cent of the group 
while performi ng the Brace balance test. Also indicated 
was the almost general inab ility of the group to main-
tain balance on tip-toe with eyes closed. The grad-
ation of p e rformance success in these balance test items 
indicate a progression of development with this capacity 
and suggest the a ge . level at which successful perf orm-
ance can be generally expected. 
TABLE V 
S'rUDY GROUP SCO RES ON AGILl'rY 
TES 'I' ITElVIS 
x-ITEM PASSED o-ITEM FAILED 
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PEHFO RMER BRACE TEST NO. OSERETSKY- TES'.P NO . 
M.B. 
M.N. 
A~F. 
B .liV. 
N .R. 
J.F. 
s .w. 
.E . P . 
p . P • 
N.J. 
S.C. 
S . D . 
M. M. 
S . D. 
P . H. 
J.R. 
L.R. 
J.T. 
J.B. 
A.H. 
D.B. 
E .B. 
J. S . 
J . F . 
C.B. 
L .E . 
PE R CENT PASSING 
'.PEST ITEM 
6 6 -AGE 15-16 
X 
0 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
65% 
BRACE TEST I TEM NO. 6-RRYTHMIC CHANGING FRO M S~UAT POSITI ON 
TO STRIDE STANDING POSIT ION ViiTH ARMS 
SIDEi.·, AYS 
O S~'RiiTSKY ---~.S T NO. 6, -TO CLOSE ONE HAND AND BEND THE OTBER 
AGE _ 15~16 SI~IDLTANEOUSLY 
Table V indicates a possible similarity between the 
factors directing the type movement required by the 
Oseretsky test of s imultaneous movements and the Brace 
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test of gross simultaneous movements, suggesting a possible 
transfer of gross and fine coordination in this area of 
perfor mance. Both tests involve complex simultaneous 
and agile movements. The smaller range movements required 
b v the Oseretsky test demanded more concentrated effort 
on the part of the performer as observed by t he author; 
yet, the performance scores did parallel each oth er 
quite closely considering the size of the group tested • 
PERFORMER 
M. B. 
M.N. 
A. F . 
B. W. 
.N. R. 
.J . F . 
s . . 
E . P . 
P . P . 
N.J. 
S . C. 
S. D. 
M.M. 
S . D. 
P . H. 
J . R. 
L.H . 
J . T . 
J.B . 
A.H. 
D. B. 
E . B. 
J. S . 
J . F . 
C. B. 
L . E. 
PER CENT 
ING TEST 
TABLE VI 
STUDY GROUP SCORES ON GENERAL 
DYNAMIC MOVEME1TT TEST I TEMS 
x-I'"PEM AS SED o-IT:<;M FAILED 
BRACE 'rE::-JT NO . OSERl•,TSKY 
11 3-AGE. 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
PASS-
ITEM 100/b 100% 
'I' EST NO. 
11-12 
BRACE 'l'ES'r NO. 11-JUMf i NG INTO THE AIR AND SLAPPING 
3 8 
BOTH HEELS WITH HANDS BEHI ND THE BACK 
OSERi1TS Y 11ES'r NO. 3-TO JUMP TOUCHING THE HEELS WITH BOTH 
AGE 11-12 BANDS 
39 
The obvious ease of p e r f ormance of t h e t e st items 
in Table VI rank these test items lo\v for this age 
level. Possibly. this is t h e best level for the loca-
tion of this stunt in measuring Oseretsky 1 s synkinesia 
or Brace's a.gility if 'best level ' is interpreted to 
mean expected performance success. Further study of 
p erformance of this stunt at the surrounding age levels 
would define its usefulness and worthiness in a test 
battery. 
PERFORMER 
M.B. 
M.N. 
A.F. 
B. W. 
N. R. 
.T. F . 
s . ~ . 
E .. F . 
P . P . 
N.J. 
s .c. 
S. D. 
M. M. 
S . D. 
P . H. 
J.R . 
L .H. 
J *T. 
A . H ~ 
D.B. 
E .B 
J.S. 
J.F . 
C.B . 
L .E . 
J . B. 
PER CENT PASS-
ING TEST I TEM. 
40 
TABLE VII 
STUDY GROUP SCORES ON AG ILITY 
TEST ITEMS 
x-ITEM PASSED 
BRACE TEST NO. 
16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X ' 
53% 
o-ITJ:'.M FAILED 
OSERETSKY TEST NO . OSERETSKY TEST NO . 
3-AGE 13-14 3-AGE 15-16 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
81% 
X 
0 
X 
X 
0 
X 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 
0 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
X 
X 
50'i0 
BRACE TEST NO. 16 - JUMPING TO Ti.-i E FEET FROM A KNEELING POSITION 
OSERETSKY T~!4;ST NO . 3 - TO JUMP ONTO A CHA IR 45 CM. HIGH 
AGE 13-14 
OSERETSK'f TLST NO. 3 - TO J UMP OVER A ROPE 65 CM. HIGH 
AGE 15-16 
Table VII identifies the comparative success the 
group exp erienced in performing t b e Oseret sky t e st 
which re quired jumping ove r a rope, 65 em. high, and 
the Brace test requiring a jump to raise oneself from 
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a kneeling posi t ion to a standing position. Both tes t s 
r equire a certain arm~shoulder-girdle streng th for 
successful performance . The difference in t h e numb er 
of the group(eighty-one per cent) able to pass the 
Oseretsky test nwnber 3, age level, 13-14, requiring 
the individua l to jump 45 em. high and t he number {fif t y 
per cent) able to ,jump 65 em. high shows t he gradient 
s t r ength requir ement for t h is motor skill. A study 
of a more extens ive scope could validate t h e int0r-
cha nge of the Br~ce t e s t item and t h e Oseretsky t est 
item at the a g e level, 15-16, for measuring t he streng th 
s kill and agili ty movement as well as determining the 
more desirable stunt for this area of me asureme n t . The 
Oseretsky gr a d ation of 20 ~m. for the t wo age l evels 
indica.tes :_. the obj e ctivity possible in me a suring growth 
and development in motor pro f iciency. 
TABLE; VIII 
RANGE OF FAILURES ON TtJE OSERETSKY 
MOTOR SPEED TEST ITEM 
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--/- POSITION OF INDIVIDUAL SCORES 
SCORE RANGES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND BOTH HANDS 
43 I 44 ~ 45 46 47 
48 II 49 
50 WI 51 52 
53 
54 
55 
56 I 57 
58 
59 ~ 60 61 
62 
63 
64 I 
37 1 
38 
39 
40 1 
41 
42 1 
43 I 44 
45 1 
46 1 
47 
48 
49 ~ 50~ ~~ .~ 
53 
54 1 
55 1 
56 
57 
6o 1 
10 1111 
~~ WJ; 
14/ . 
1s 1 
16 II 
20 .. ~SCORE FOR 
SUCCESSF'UL 
P}:RFORMANCE 
90 •• SCORE FOR 90 •• SCORE FOR 
SUC CESSFUL SUCCESSFUL 
PERFORMANCE P ERi:''O RlVJAN CE 
OSERETSKY TEST ITEM NO. 4-- TO PIERCE 90 HOLES ON A PER-
AGE 11-12 FORATED BOARD V~'IT:il: 'l,EE RIGBT 
BAND WITHIN 35 SECONDS ; 90 
HOLES V~ ITH THE LEFT HAND 
WITHD~ 45 SECONDS; 20 HOLES 
VHTH BOTE HANDS \liTHIN 10 
SECONDS 
43 
Table VIII lists the scores ach ieved by members of 
the study group for t h e Oseretsky test item measuring 
mo t or speed for the ag e level, 11-12 years. The t es t 
requ ired t he individual to punch a p in through a design 
of perf orations. To successfully perform the test, 
ninety holes had to b e pierced by th e right hand with-
in t hirty -five seconds , ninety holes by the l e ft hand 
' 
within forty - five s e conds , and t•uenty holes wi thin 
fifteen seconds b y both hands. This table ·was included 
in this study to summarize the performance failures of 
the entire class. The highest score within the study 
group for the right h a nd performance was 64; the left 
hand, 60; both hands , 16. Rarely does one find su ch 
a comp lete performance failure within an entire group 
in the case of a validated test i t em. It is difficult 
to say conclusive ly why the group failed t hi s test item, 
considering the obvious limitations of such a small 
sample group. Inability to pass the t est i t em may be 
attributed to the lack of demand for fine motor coordin-
ation made u pon this age level in this country . The 
sugge stion that the American pace of living and educa-
tional philosophy does not allo·w a child to develop 
the quiet concent rative powers demanded by this ac t ivity 
was offered by a ~uropean faculty colleague of the 
author. 
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This charge is a serious one and one to be considered 
carefully in evaluating this t e at item and ita place in 
a te s t battery for the measurement of motor proficiency 
of American children. 
'· 
/ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLU SIO NS , AND S 'rUDY LIMI TATIONS 
SUMlViARY: 
Motor growth has p roven to be a difficult area 
to measure for classification purposes and diagnostic 
application in t h e phy sical education prog ram. Lack of 
standardization of the choice of qualities and cap-
abilities which represent motor proficiency at spec-
ific growth l evels allow for objective and generally 
inconsistent evaluation of motor proficiency. The 
lack of standardization of ach ievement scales for 
d e fini t e age levels and grovvth steps h ave prevented 
the t ype of guidance work in physical education which 
is found in othe r older and more established fields 
of education well equipped with comparatively standard-
ized tools of measurement. 
Various referenc e s to the Ose retsky t e sta of motor 
prof iciency as well as the manner in which these t e sts 
are use d in the European institutes sugg e sted an app roach 
to motor measurement not found in use in phy sical education 
in this country. Oseretsky's sele ction of specific motor 
acts for' specific gr~V·' th levels, with a corresp onding scale 
' 
score; sing les out t h e motor strengths and weaknesse s of 
-45-
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of an individual's growth patt ern of development. 
To better understand the advantages and limitations 
of the Oseretsky tests as measures of motor proficiency, 
this auth or administered to a group of t wenty-six 
seventh grade girls the oseretsky tests scaled for t h is 
age level. 
The motor proficiency tests were examined for con-
tent and ease of administration. The tests were sub-
jectively evaluated by an examination of · the study group 
scores and compared with the Brace performance t e st 
scores for the same group. Spec ific test items were 
evaluat ed by a comparison of the scores on certain 
Brace motor ability te s ts which were similar in type to 
certain t e sts within the Oseretsky scale. The Brace 
te :.:> ts were selected as valid and reliable measures of 
components of motor p roficiency as established by 
Espensch.ade in her California growth. study and also by 
her subsequent motor coordination study . The Oseretsky 
tests and scale representing components of motor pro-
ficiency were s~lected for comparative study alth ough 
records of validity and reliability of these components 
were not available at the time of this study. 
The rank order correlation and the product-mo ment 
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correlation were dete rndned. f or tJ·,_e st;t_J_dy g r o1J.l.J sco:r:'AS 
on the Brace t e st and the Oseretsky t e sts scaled for the 
study group age. 
Conclusions: 
The Oseret sky test is comprised of six groups of 
test items for each age level; general stat ic coordi-
nation, dynamic coordination of the hands, general dynamic 
coordination, motor speed, simulatneous voluntary move-
ments , and synkinesia. 
Oseretsky did not include measures of rhyth nic 
gross movements , arm _and shoulder strength, arm and 
shoulder coordination, endurance, and speed in his 
measurement scale of motor proficiency. The s e aspects 
of motor prof iciency have survived all recent factor 
analy ses of elements or capacitie s of motor proficiency 
in this country and have earned a place in the complete 
measurement battery. 'I'he 0 seretsky t ests· and related 
European studies must be examined further to deter~~ ine 
vvhether or · not the six areas chosen b~r Oseretsky c an 
rate an indivi dual in motor proficiency without includ-
ing the above mentioned measures . 
The Oseretsky motor scale as defined in the test 
manual could not be applied to the study group as 
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neithe r the successes or the failures of the study 
group were complete or genera l to follow the directions 
of the Oseretsky motor scale. The scale needs adjustment 
before it can be interpreted for a group such as the 
study group. Greater range of time in which a stunt 
must be p erformed and partial score to be credited for 
corresponding time in whicb . . the stunt is performed 
would allow for distinctive motor performance scores. 
F'or example, 0 seretsky set ten as a creditable score for 
bis test number five, a g e l evel , 13-14. Forty -six per 
cent of the group had scores of eight or nine yet 
were credited with the same score as that of the lower 
fou rteen per cent of the group whose scores were below 
eight. 
Inability to determine degrees of proficiency in 
the small sample group was not the only problem con-
fronted in this study. The progressive rate of dif-
ficulty of the test items of the age levels used in 
this study varied in different areas. In general static 
coordination the per cent of successes for the the three 
age levels , 11-12, 13-14, and :J-5-16, were 55 per cent, 
96 per cent, and 8 per cent respective ly. 
In dyn&~ic manual coordination the per cent of 
successes were 100 per cent, 96 per cent, and 88 per 
cent. 
In general dynamic coordination the p er cent o f 
succe s ses ~ ere 100 per cent, 81 per cent, a nd 50 per 
cent. 
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In motor s peed, the per cent of successes were 0, 
8 1, and 100. 
In simultaneous movements the per cent of suc c es s es 
were 0, 46, and 88. 
In synk inesia, the per cent o f succes s es were 95, 
50, and 65. 
Progres s ive difficulty was not g eneral in t h e in-
dividual's p erformance of t h e test items o f t h e di f fer-
e nt a g e levels. In a large sample study t h e test i t ems 
would be more clearly defined in terms of dif f icu lty 
and wou ld offer more conclusive data for standardization. 
This s t udy realized t he partial e x tent and na t ure 
of t h e problem of adaptation of t b e Oseretsky t e s ts for 
use in physic a l education. This study suggests further 
adap tation o f score ranges in motor ab i lity t e sting for 
it indica ted that the degree to wh ich a n individual p er-
f orms a speci f ic act defin es a s ta~e o f developmen t 
which cannot be adequately described as positive or 
50 
negative. This study revealed that motor proficiency 
may be recogni zed at specific a g e levels by t h e per-
formance ab i lity o f a stunt · t 'rpe t e st carefully s e lected 
and scaled for maturational leve ls of motor development. 
In the process of standardizing the Oseretsky test 
for general use in t h is country, administrative direct-
ions mus t be more clearly defined. Descriptions of 
the te s t direct i ons to be used by the ad~ini strator in 
presenting the test items to .t h e perf ormer must be 
standard ized to p revent intellectual loading of the 
tests. 
The test 'r:.anual at present insists that t h e per-
former understand clearly t he nature of t he t e :-'t item 
but does no t a llow for demonstrations oth e r than pan-
tomine. The extent to which verbal directions may 
supplement the pantomine demonstration is vague. The 
manual sta t es that :rat all times · t h e ·,child mu s t under-
stan d very clearly t h e t e sts t :qat h e is going to 1;e r -
f orm. If he does not succeed in performj_n g that at 
first , hi s attention sh ou ld b e called a gain to what 
h e must do 11 • (1) 
The test number five , age l e v e l 15-16, for example, 
1. Doll, E . A., loc. cit., p. 7 
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is greatly clarified by a pantomine d emonstration during 
which t h e alert perf ormer recognizes that the left hand 
hesitates while the right h and crosses t he line. In 
the jump tes t s, the take-offs are not defined as a one 
or a two foot take-off yet the landing is described as 
a two f oot landi n g . 'J.lhe pla ce o f ' warnings as describe d 
in the test manual in t e s t numb e r one, a g e 11-12, con-
flicts with the descri~tion of t h e failure o f the test 
al l owing a specific number of trials. Subj e ctive 
elements must b e reduced as in the t e st number two, a g e 
11-12, which states, "times when t b e examiner doe s not 
throw ball weel should not be counted. " (1) 
Scores on some of t h e Oseretsky scaled test i t ems 
and s i milar Brace t e st items may indica te possib l y in 
a large r sample s tudy valid material for the cla :3sifi -
c at ion of motor a bi l i ty test items for specifi c a g e 
levels a nd the future substance of a measur ement tool 
of great val u e and need in physical education. The 
Brace t e st it ms do o f fer material for mea suring bal- · 
ance, agil i ty, control, and streng th. By clo ser exam-
ination these same t e st items may h ave more meaning at 
specif ic a g e levels a n d score peaks which are presently 
1. Doll, E . A., l o c. cit., p. 14 
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concealed in the overall fusion of s p ecific t e s t scores 
in order to represent a total score of motor a b ility. 
The scores of Table VIII may show in a larger samp le 
study that the Brace t e st item sixtee n can be scaled 
significantly for the a g e level, 15-16. Such test items 
with the Osere t s ky tests as a guide and a contributing 
source as i mpli ed by this study and with additi onal ex-
t ensive res earch may direct the formulation of a tes t ing 
tool for physical education which will assist more di-
rectly a nd objectively in the fulfillment o f t he object-
ives and aims of this f ield of education. 
s·r·oDY LIIVli'fnTI ONS: 
While the size of the study group l jmits conclusive 
analysis of the Oseretsky tests for girls, a ges 11-14, 
the scores obtained by this study offer suggestions and 
implications which may b e of value in subsequent studies 
of this motor scale. 
The Os e r e tsky test manual directions for the admin-
istrat ion and scoring of the test items demanded an ob-
jective interpre tation on the part of t h e administra tor, 
thus jeopardizing the reliability of the performance 
scores. 
Since this study was possib le at only one a g e leve l 
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and a t an a ge level which is still vaguely defined 
in motor profici ency research, the true value of t h e 
Oseretsky test can not be dete rmined. Rather, the f ull 
value o f this test and its potential place in phy s ical 
education tes t ing in this country will unf o l d with 
future studies. 
CHAPTER VI 
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APPENDIX 
. --·- ---
OSERETSKY TEST ITEMS 
AGE LEVEL 11-16 
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(From the test manual published by the Educ ational 
Test Bureau, Minneapolis, Nashville, Philadelphia , 1946) 
'TEST ITEMS 
NO . OF TIME 
•rRIALS Rrr. L'l' . 
Eleven- Twelve Year~ 
1. To balance on tip-toe, right{and 
left) foot.......................... 1/2 
2 . To catch, with one hand, a ball 
thrown from 3 meters (distant) •••• r.h 3/5 
l.h 2/5 
3. To jump, tou ching the heels ·with 
both hands .•. .•.......•. · .......•..•• 
4. To prick hole a . ..••••..•.•.........• 
5,. To prick holes simultaneously ••••••• 
6. To open and close the hands alter-
na t ely ......•. ••...•...•... • • • • • • • • 
Thirteen-Fourteen Years 
1. To balance on one leg, the sole of 
the othe r foot a gainst the knee ••••• 
2 . To touch the t humb against the in-
dex finger of the oth er hand , con-
secutive reversals of p ositions, 
1/3 
1/2 
1/2 
1/3 
1/2 
10 11 10 11 
35ft 45 11 
15 1 
lO u 
10•; 10 11 
movements, eyes open, t hen closed ••• 1/3 10 11 
3. To jump onto a chair, 45 em. high... 1/3 
4. To tap with pencil, 90 dots with t h e 
right hand and 75 d o ts with t h e left 
hand 1/? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • h~ 
5 . To place 20 coins with the left hand 
and 20 matchsticks with the right 
hand into a b ox •••••••••••••••••••• 1/2 
6. To close t h e eye s alternately, 5 
times . •..••••.......•.............•• 
15 " 15 11 
10 11 
Fifteen-Sixteen Years 
1. To balance on tip-toe, each foot , 
ey es closed ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1/2 10 11 10" 
2 . To balance a rod on forefinger •••••• 1/3 
3 . To jump over a rop e 65 em. high •••• 2/3 
5 il 3" 
4. To lie down, run 5 meters, etc ••••• 1/3 10 11 
5. To draw 10 v ertical line s with the 
l eft hand and 10 crosse s wi th the 
right hand, simultaneously •••••••••• 1/ 2 1 5 11 
6. To close one h and and th8 b end the 
o the r simultaneously, eyes op en, 
then, eyes closed................... 1/3 10 " 
NOTE : Body posi t ion for t he specifi c t e st items 
is in e ach case illus t rated in the t e st 
manual. Equipment r equirements and speci f i-
cations are also listed in t he test manual. 
/ 
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OSE.RETSKY SCALE 
RECORD BLANK 
60 
SCO RE SHEET NO •••••• 
NAivTE . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SEX ••• M • •• F • •• 
S CHOOL. • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • CLASS • •••••••••••••••• 
DATE ·••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MENTAL LEVEL ......... .. 
Y•ar Month Day 
DATE OF' BIRTH ••••••• -. • • • • • • • • • • • MOTOR LEVEL ••••.•••••• 
Ye ar Month Day 
AGE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MOTOR RETA_DATION ••••• 
Year 
General 
Static 
1 
AGE R L 
13-14 
11-12 
10 
9 
s 
7 
6 
5 
4 
MO 'rOR 
LEVEL 
Months 
Dynamic 
Manual 
2 
R L 
SCORE SHEET 
Gen eral Speed 
Dynamic 
3 
R L 
4 
R L 
MOTOR ACCELERATION •••• 
Simultaneous 
Movement 
5 
R L 
.3ynki nesia 
6 
R L 
B.RACE T:B.:S 'l ' ITRr,~S 
(From the test manual edited by D. A. Brace and pub-
lished by A.S.Barnes and Co mpany , New York, 19 28 } 
Form M 
1. Walking in a straight line, heel t o toe. 
2 . Standing jump into the air , clapping fe et top;ethe r 
once and landing fe e t apar t . 
3. Changing from sup ine lying to sit t i ng ~ ithout 
raising the f ee t from the floor. 
4 . Kneeling onto both kne es and standing a g ain. 
5. Pushing up from front l eaning rest position thre e 
times. 
6. Rhythmic changing from squat p osi tion to stride 
standing with arms sidevvays. 
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7 . Jum.r: ing into the air and mak ing a full turn to l e ft, 
landing on the same spot. 
8. Standing jump into the air, clapping feet togeth er 
t wi c e and landing with fe e t a p art. 
9 . Standing on the right foot, grasping left foot in 
right hand, bending and touching the left knee to 
the floor and standing a gain. 
10. Jump ing one foot through a loop made b .•.r grasp ing the 
other foot in the opposite hand. 
Form N 
11. Jump ing into the air and slappin g both h eels ' i t h 
the hands behind the back. 
12. Kicking the right foot u p at least l evel vd th the 
shoulders. 
13. Standing on one foot, bending forward and placing 
hands and he ad on the floor. 
14 . Balancing for five seconds in a squat position wi t h 
arms extended between the knee s, b ehind the ankles 
and fingers touching in front of the ankles. 
15. Jumping into the air a nd mak ing a full turn right , 
landing on the same spot . 
16. Jumping to the feet from a kneeling position. 
17. Sitting, t h en standing with arms folded and feet 
crossed. 
18. Balancing for ten seconds on the left foot while 
keep ing t h e right foot against the inside o f t he 
left knee and hands on hips , eyes closed. 
19. Balancing for five seconds ·\tvith knees over elbows 
a nd weight entirely on hands. 
6 2 
20. Squatting on the left foot with ri~t foot exte nded 
forward, then st anding again. 
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SCORI NG BLA}K FOR 
BRACE SCALE OF f/OTOH BI LITY TES~rs 
DATE •••••••••••••••••••••••• • NAME •• .................... .. 
CLASS •••••••••••••••••••••••• WEIGHT ••••••• HEI GliT ••••••• • 
S CHOOL ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• AGE ••••••• YEARS •••••• MONTHS 
In scoring X means success; 0 means failure 
Form M Form N 
Number of '1st 2nd Number of . 1st 2nd 
Stunt Trial Trial Stunt Trial Trial 
1 11 
2 12 
3 13 
4 14 
5 1 
6 l6 :7~. ------------------------- 17 
8 ~1~8~· ------------------------
~9------------------------- 19 
10 ~2~6------------------------
~------------~-------------
TESTS PASSED ••••• SCALE SCORE ••••• 
